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Abstract—The distributed virtual forces deployment algorithm
provides a very good area coverage and guarantees network
connectivity for a sufficient number of sensor nodes. It relies on
local information between neighboring sensor nodes. However,
its main drawback is node oscillations and hence a high amount
of sensor node energy wasted. The grid based strategy divides
the monitored area into virtual cells. Each cell center determines
the position of a sensor node. In this paper we propose GDVFA
that combines the advantages of both strategies: on the one hand
coverage and connectivity for virtual forces strategy and on the
other hand avoidance of node oscillations for grid strategy.
Simulation results reported in this paper show that GDVFA
considerably reduces the energy consumed by sensor nodes. This
comes from: 1) the detection of redundant nodes that are put in
sleep mode, and 2) the avoidance of node oscillations by stopping
nodes.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The large majority of applications in Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) aim at monitoring a given area in order
to collect information generated by sensor nodes. To achieve
this goal, two major issues should be met. The first is area
coverage: any event occurring in the monitored area should be
detected. The second is network connectivity: each detected
event should be reported to a central entity, the sink. Then if
the deployment algorithm does not ensure the required area
coverage and network connectivity, the monitoring task will
fail.
Because of the importance of the coverage and connectivity
in WSN, we focus on redeployment algorithms that cope
with coverage and connectivity problems. Many deployment
algorithms are proposed in the literature. These algorithms
are based on different strategies [1]: Forces based strategy
that uses virtual forces to move sensor nodes [2], [3], [4],
Grid based strategy that defines a grid pattern to determine
sensor node positions [5], [6], [7] and Computational geometry
based strategy that relies on Voronoi polygon and Delaunay
triangulation to find the appropriate sensor node positions [8],
[9], [10]. Among these strategies, we are interested in the
forces based strategy and in the grid based strategy.
In the forces based deployment algorithms, sensor nodes move
according to virtual forces that can be attractive, repulsive or
null. An attractive force is exerted, if the distance separating
two sensor nodes is higher than a certain threshold, denoted
Dth . If the distance is lower than Dth , a repulsive force is
exerted. Otherwise, the force is null. The resultant of the virtual
forces exerted by all neighboring nodes determines the new

position of this node. In the new position, the resultant of the
virtual forces is computed again and the next position of nodes
is determined accordingly. This mechanism is very helpful to
spread sensor nodes in the whole area while avoiding coverage
holes and keeping the network connectivity.
Deployment algorithms based on grid pattern also provide
a good result in terms of coverage, connectivity and energy
consumption. In grid based strategy, the considered area is
divided into similar virtual cells according to a predefined
pattern that can be triangular lattice, square or hexagon. Cell
size is computed with regard to the value of both sensing range,
r, and radio range, R, in order to ensure the area coverage and
guarantee the network connectivity. It has been proved that the
triangular lattice provides the optimal
number of sensor nodes
√
to achieve coverage when R ≥ 3r [11]. This strategy can be
used to reduce the energy consumption as the node positions
are predetermined.
To take advantage of these two strategies, we propose a redeployment algorithm called GDVFA, Grid Distributed Virtual
Forces Algorithm, combining the virtual forces strategy to
move sensor nodes and the grid based strategy to save energy.
This paper is organized as follows: Firstly, in Section II, we cite
some studies related to virtual forces and grid strategies and
present our motivation. Secondly, we propose a new algorithm
called GDVFA which is an hybridization of virtual forces
and grid based strategies in Section III. Simulation results
of GDVFA are given in Section IV, evaluating the coverage
rate and the total distance traveled by nodes and comparing
GDVFA to DVFA. In Section V, we show how to compute
the value of the spreading factor that depends on the initial
deployment. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
II.

M OTIVATIONS AND RELATED WORK

The force based strategy is well studied in WSNs. The
basic Virtual Forces Algorithm, VFA, is proposed in its centralized version in [2]. VFA moves sensor nodes from dense
to poorly covered area while maintaining connectivity due
to the attractive and repulsive forces exerted between sensor
nodes. This algorithm provides a uniform deployment since
the target distance, Dth , between sensor nodes is the same
for all neighbor nodes. However, this algorithm suffers from
some drawbacks, such as the existence of a bottleneck and a
single point of failure, node stacking, non full coverage and
instability. That is why, many enhancements of the basic VFA,
namely distributed algorithms, are proposed to cope with these
problems. To avoid the node stacking problem, the coefficient
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Fig. 1: Coverage rate with DVFA and a grid based algorithm.
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of the attractive force is reduced in [3] and [12]. Hence,
a uniform deployment is obtained. Furthermore, the authors
of [3] and [12] propose to reduce the amplitude of oscillations
by limiting the maximum distance traveled in each iteration.
With these enhancements, a high coverage rate is quickly
achieved. Despite these improvements, node oscillations problem remains unsolved in the distributed algorithms. These
oscillations are the source of the instability of the deployment.
Hence, this instability may cause a high energy consumption.
Moreover, the end of the virtual forces algorithm cannot be
detected even when the maximum coverage rate is reached: a
sensor node is unable to distinguish between a local maximum
and a global maximum of the coverage rate. Furthermore, the
principle of virtual forces does not include a mechanism to
detect redundant nodes and make them sleep to save energy.
In this paper, we are interested in the distributed version which
is based only on local information and avoids the single point
of failure.
On the other hand, grid based strategy provides many advantages, such as a uniform deployment according to a predefined
pattern, a full coverage and an easy identification of redundant
nodes. To cope with the problems related to virtual forces,
we propose to combine virtual forces with grid. The idea
is to keep the simplicity of virtual forces and to take the
advantage of predefined positions assigned to sensor nodes in
grid. Indeed, node oscillations that are small moves caused
by repulsive or attractive forces exerted between neighbors
when the distance between them is not equal to the target
distance Dth , can be avoided using predefined node positions
in grid. A first approach would be to design a grid based
VFA algorithm. With this algorithm, any node computes the
resultant of the virtual forces and moves to the cell center
the closest to its new position, if this cell center is empty.
Otherwise, it moves according to the virtual forces. To show
the different behaviors of DVFA, a distributed virtual forces
based algorithm and the grid based VFA algorithm, we evaluate
the coverage and the total distance travelled by nodes as a
function of time for a random topology of 200 nodes for a
network area of 500 ∗ 500. Figure 1 shows that the grid based
algorithm achieves a coverage rate significantly smaller than
DVFA. However, Figure 2 depicts a total distance traveled that
always increases with DVFA due to node oscillations, whereas
it remains constant with the grid based algorithm.
We want to combine the very good coverage of DVFA with
the small distance traveled obtained with the grid. The new
algorithm we propose is called GDVFA: Grid Distributed
Virtual Forces Algorithm that uses the grid to cope with node
oscillations caused by virtual forces.
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Fig. 2: Total distance traveled by nodes with DVFA and a grid
based algorithm
Unlike the algorithm previously proposed, grid based VFA,
GDVFA behaves like DVFA during a certain amount of time
to allow the spreading of nodes in the whole area. Then, it
behaves like the grid based VFA algorithm.
The main contribution of this paper is the elimination of
node oscillations by stopping them once they satisfy certain
conditions fixed by GDVFA. Hence, we are able to detect
redundant nodes and make them sleep. Consequently, energy
consumption is considerably reduced.
III.
A. Assumptions

P RESENTATION OF GDVFA

In this paper we adopt the following assumptions in order
to ensure full area coverage and network connectivity while
coping with virtual forces oscillations problem:
•

Each sensor has a sensing range r and√a radio range
R. Furthermore, we assume that R ≥ 3r. In such a
case, it is sufficient to ensure full area coverage to get
connectivity.

•

Each sensor knows its own position (via GPS or other
localization technology).

•

The considered area is assumed to be a 2-dimension
area and is divided into cells.

•

Each sensor is able to determine the cell center in its
surrounding.

•

The network field is a rectangle of length L and width
W . Each sensor knows the values of L and W .

B. Description of GDVFA
The GDVFA algorithm is an hybridization of the virtual
forces and the grid. GDVFA, like DVFA [3], is based on virtual
forces to move sensor nodes and maintain the target distance
Dth between neighboring nodes. The new position of a sensor
node is computed according to the sum of the forces exerted
on it by its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors. As we shown in a
previous work [3], the node moving distance is limited to a
fixed threshold called Lmax in order to reduce the distance
traveled by nodes in each iteration. The originality of GDVFA
lies in the use of grid based strategy: we propose to divide the
area into similar cells. Our target is to incite nodes to occupy
the centers of cells. Hence, redundant nodes are nodes that do
not occupy the center of a cell. They can easily be detected and
switched to sleep state to save energy. Furthermore, any node
whose neighboring cell centers do not change can stop moving.

So the energy consumed is reduced. These two enhancements
are detailed in Subsection III-D.
GDVFA proceeds in two phases. Each phase consists of
iterations. In each iteration, each node proceeds as follows:
•

Step 1: each node broadcasts a Hello-message each
Hello-period to discover its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors.

•

Step 2: each node computes the virtual forces exerted
on it by its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors.

•

Step 3: each node determines its new position by
computing the resultant force.

•

Step 4: The node moves. (We will see later how.)

Each iteration has a duration of a Hello-period.
Phase 1 executes the simple DVFA [3] to spread sensor nodes
in the whole area while ensuring a uniform density. During this
phase, each node moves in step 4 to the new position computed
by the virtual forces. At the end of phase 1, the nodes are
deployed in the whole area while offering a good coverage
and uniform density. Nevertheless, DVFA suffers from high
energy consumption due to node oscillations that may never
stop.
The aim of Phase 2 is essentially to cope with this drawback
by adopting the grid strategy. In this phase, step 4 is replaced
by the following step:
•

Step 4’: each node determines the cell containing its
new position. If the center of this cell is empty and this
node has the smallest identifier among all nodes in this
same cell, then it moves to the cell center. Otherwise,
this sensor node moves to the new position determined
by the resultant force. Notice that a node that occupies
the center of a cell can leave it only if its neighbors
exert on it an attractive or repulsive force.

The benefit of the first phase is to spread rapidly the
nodes in the whole area which lasts a predefined amount of
time (the spreading factor described in V), before switching
to the second phase offering stability and convergence. For
example, in the performance evaluation in section IV, this
spreading factor is equal to 100s for topology where nodes
are randomly scattered all over the network area. Any sensor
node is assumed to know the value of the spreading factor, a
parameter of GDVFA.
C. Cell definition
In this section, we explain how to define the virtual grid
in GDVFA by giving the equations used to determine the cell
center relative to a sensor node of coordinates (x, y) in the
grid. The size of cells is computed with regard to the sensing
range in order to ensure the √
full area coverage. The authors
in [13] proved that when R ≥ 3r and the full area coverage is
ensured, network connectivity is consequently ensured. Then,
in our work,√network connectivity is guaranteed since we
assume R ≥ 3r.
In GDVFA, we choose to use rectangular cells to simplify
the computation of the cell to which any node belongs to,
knowing the coordinates (x, y) of the sensor node, the values
of L and W of the network area considered and the value

Fig. 3: Grid in GDVFA.
of the sensing range, r. Sensor nodes should occupy the
center of these cells. Figure 3 depicts the grid cells with a
rectangular shape. Each non-border cell has a length equal to
Dth and a width of 3r
2 . Furthermore, each non-border cell has
6 neighboring cells. However, sensor nodes are deployed in
triangular lattice. These triangles of edge Dth are computed
as follows. As the GDVFA algorithm deploys sensor nodes in
a triangular lattice, then each three neighboring nodes, vertices
of the same triangle, should fully cover this equilateral triangle
while minimizing their overlapping. This overlapping can be
a single point which corresponds to the barycenter of the
triangle. Since the distance between the barycenter of this
triangle and each vertex of this triangle is r, the distance
between√two neighboring nodes, an edge of the triangle, is
Dth = 3r. This also corresponds to the length of the cell.
The width of the cell is equal to the height of the equilateral
triangle 3r
2 .
The cell centers of the same floor constitute a single line. We
distinguish between odd and even lines. In any odd line, the
first sensor node should be located at a distance D2th from the
left border line. Whereas, in any even line the first sensor
node is located on the left border line. Border cells are a
particular case. They are built to ensure full area coverage
while minimizing the number of sensor nodes. That is why
the first line is at a distance 2r from the top border line.
Let (x, y) be the coordinates of any sensor node si in the grid.
We want to determine to which cell si belongs to. This cell
is defined by a line number, denoted line(x, y), and a column
number, denoted col(x, y).
y− r
(1)
line(x, y) = b 3r 2 c + 1 + δl
2
(
r
y− 2 3r
1 if y − 5r
c2 >0
4 − b 3r
with δl =
2
0 otherwise
For the computation of the column, we distinguish two
cases:
•

Case (line(x, y)modulo2) = 0:

Then, the node of coordinates (x, y) occupies the cole (x, y)th
cell in an even line computed as follows:
x
cole (x, y) = b √ c + 1 + δe
(2)
3r

1 if x − D2th − b Dxth cDth > 0
with δe =
0 otherwise
Hence, the coordinates of the cell center are (xc , yc )

with


 xc = (cole (x, y) − 1)Dth
 y = (line(x, y) − 1) 3r +
c
2

•

r
2

Case (line(x, y)modulo2) 6= 0:

Then the node of coordinates (x, y) occupies the colo (x, y)th
cell in an odd line computed as follows:
colo (x, y) = b
(
with δo =

x − D2th
c + 1 + δo
Dth

(3)

if x − Dth − b
otherwise

x− 2th
Dth

cDth > 0

TABLE I: Simulation parameters


 xc = (colo (x, y) − 1)Dth +


yc = (line(x, y) −

1) 3r
2

b Final deployment.

Fig. 4: GDVFA with 250 nodes.
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√
and Dth = 3r.
Hence, the coordinates of the cell center are (xc , yc )

with

a Initial random deployment

+

Dth
2

r
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Topology
Sensor nodes
Area size
Speed

200, 250, 300 randomly spread in the whole area
500m x 500m
5m/s

Simulation
Result
Simulation time

average of 30 simulation runs
5000s

MAC

D. Stopping condition and detection of redundant nodes
By definition a node is said to be in stop state in an iteration
if and only if it does not move in this iteration due to the
stopping condition. However to keep the required property of
reactivity to topology changes (e.g. node departure, empty cells
detected), the stopping condition is always verified at each
iteration.
Stopping condition: the nodes occupying the center of its 6
neighboring cells and its cell have not changed during three
consecutive iterations.
At each iteration, any node computes the resultant of the virtual
forces exerted on the node, and checks the stopping condition.
If the node is not stopped and the stopping condition is true,
the node stops. Furthermore, a previously stopped node moves
in an iteration if and only if: either the resultant of the virtual
forces differs from the previous one (e.g. arrival of a new
neighbor), or the stopping condition is no more true.
A node that has stopped without occupying a cell center is
said to be redundant. Redundant nodes are used to replace
failed or depleted nodes. For the initial deployment depicted
in Figure 4a, GDVFA, provides the final deployment shown
in Figure 4b for 250 nodes. Nodes in red are active nodes,
whereas blue nodes with small points are redundant nodes
which sleep to save energy and prolong network lifetime.
IV. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present the parameters we adopted
to evaluate the performances of GDVFA in various random
topologies.

A. Simulation parameters
The parameters used in the simulations are defined in
Table I. Notice that the optimal number of sensor needed to
provide full coverage of the network area is 178.

Protocol
Throughput
Radio range R
Sensing range r

IEEE 802.11b
2 Mb/s
50 m
25 m

DVFA & GDVFA
Ka
Kr
Hello period
Lmax
Spreading factor

0.001
0.56
2s
Dth /6
100s for nodes

B. Comparative evaluation between DVFA and GDVFA
From Figure 5, we observe that GDVFA reaches a 100%
coverage rate, while considerably reducing the total distance
traveled by nodes as depicted in Figures 6, 7 and 8, for
different numbers of nodes 200, 250 and 300. The total
distance traveled by nodes increases with time and with the
number of nodes in DVFA (see Figures 6, 7 and 8).
Notice that the slope of the total distance curve is much
steeper when the number of nodes exceeds the optimal number
needed to fully cover the network area. This can be explained
by the fact that DVFA tries to enforce equilateral pattern
deployment, where the edge of the triangular is Dth , computed
for the optimal number of sensors. Hence, the node oscillations
increase, when the number of sensors increase beyond this
optimal number. Notice that nodes continue to move even when
the 100% coverage rate is reached. Unlike DVFA, GDVFA
provides very good performances with regard to the distance
traveled: this distance remains constant a short time after
the end of the Phase 1, because GDVFA eliminates node
oscillations by stopping nodes. Hence, with GDVFA energy
consumption is reduced.
Simulation results show that the stopping condition is very
efficient. In fact, with GDVFA all nodes stop whatever the
number of nodes (see Figure 9).
We can distinguish two types of stopped nodes:

•

the ones occupying the center of cells. These nodes
are needed to ensure full coverage;

•

the other ones are redundant nodes (see Figure 10).
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GDVFA enables the distributed detection of redundant
nodes (see Figure 10). Such nodes can be turned off to
save energy and increase network lifetime. The detection of
redundant nodes can also be used to repair coverage holes or
replace energy depleted nodes. Figure 11 depicts the cumulative stopping time that allows nodes to save energy by reducing
useless moves and hence prolong network lifetime.

Up to now, we have assumed that the initial deployment
was random and sensor nodes were scattered in the whole
network area. Simulation results reported in Section IV, show
that f = 100s is sufficient to obtain a final coverage rate of
nearly 100% at the end of the simulation. For many applications, this initial deployment is not representative; initially all
sensor nodes are grouped together in a single entry point of
the area. In this case, f = 100s may be insufficient to obtain
the full coverage, even if the number of sensors is sufficient to
obtain this full coverage. We can establish a lower bound for
this factor in such initial topology as follows. Let W ∗ L be
the length and the width of the rectangular area. In DVFA and
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With the simulation parameters given in Table I, we get
f ≥ 194s. We now study the impact of the spread factor
on the performances achieved by GDVFA. Figure 12 shows
that a spreading factor of 100s is not sufficient to ensure the
spreading of nodes in the whole area. Consequently, the area
coverage remains limited to 63%. A spreading factor larger
than 200s allows to reach a 100% coverage rate. As illustrated
in Figure 13, the total distance traveled by nodes increases with
the spreading factor. This is due to the oscillations caused
by DVFA, that occur even when the full area coverage is
obtained. As a conclusion, the choice of the spreading factor is
very important for the performances of GDVFA, expressed in
terms of coverage rate and distance traveled. To save energy,
we recommend to choose the smallest value ensuring the full
coverage, (e.g. 250s in our example).
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